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Motivation (theory)

• Comparison of hydrogen and antihydrogen atomic 
spectra as CPT test (10     with T~mK Antihydrogen)

• Test of the Weak Equivalence Principle with antimatter 
(10     with T~ 0.1 mK Antihydrogen)

• atomic & molecular physics with antihydrogen
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Landscape: Roadmap and Prehistory

Motivation (experimental)

• trapping of antiprotons since 1996 (Gabrielse/Harvard)

• advances in intense positron sources (Surko/San Diego)

• availability of “low energy” antiprotons (CERN/AD) in 2000

• two proposed experiments to produce Antihydrogen atoms with 
the long-term goal of trapping and studying them:     

ATRAP and ATHENA                                                             
= R&D + understanding the physics of atom formation
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CERN Accelerator Complex
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Antiproton decelerator

AEGIS

ALPHA
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Landscape: Prehistory

Antihydrogen production (I)

2002: first “cold” antihydrogen
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Antihydrogen production (II)

Landscape: Prehistory
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Phase 2: ATRAP and ALPHA (June 2006 – now)

• Production and detection of “cold” antihydrogen (this time, really)

• Optimization of antihydrogen production

• Trapping of antihydrogen

• Cooling of antihydrogen

Landscape: the present

Make-or-break challenge: trapping

	 		 	 Work in progress

(and then worry about cooling trapped atoms to below the recoil 
limit of 1mK, although there are ideas involving antihydrogen ions 
and sympathetic cooling through laser-cooled positive ions)
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Landscape: the present

Confine neutral antiatoms in a magnetic trap by 
superposing a radial magnetic multipole field upon 
the external solenoidal field

U = - µ B
F = -    U→

→→

well depth with 1T multipole ⊕ 1 T solenoid 
                    ~ 500 mK H

2.1.2. Major criterion: multipole order
The antiproton and positron plasmas must remain

confined [17] if we are to synthesize antihydrogen. This
requirement dictates the choice of multipole order. Neutral
magnetic traps [21] typically use the so-called Ioffe–Pritch-
ard configuration [22], which employs a quadrupole coil for
the multipole. Such a quadrupole, with two mirror coils
and a solenoid, is the simplest configuration that could
possibly be used in an antihydrogen trap. However, it is not
obvious that the positron and antiproton plasmas from
which the antihydrogen is synthesized can be confined in
this configuration. Common Penning traps rely on
cylindrical symmetry to guarantee confinement [23], and
this symmetry is broken by the multipolar field.

Whether or not the constituent plasmas will stay
confined in the presence of a quadrupole has been much
disputed. A number of experiments have addressed this
issue and shown that, for relatively weak solenoidal fields
and/or with small quadrupole to solenoidal field ratios,
plasmas are not suitably confined [17,24–26]. Other work
has suggested otherwise [27,28]. Recently, however, con-
finement measurements with field strengths approaching
the magnitudes necessary for antihydrogen trapping have
been performed [29]. These experiments have conclusively
shown that quadrupoles sharply degrade the constituent
confinement, and that quadrupolar fields cannot be used,
particularly when the ratio of the quadrupole field B2!r0" to
solenoidal field at the plasma radius, r0, exceeded about
B2!r0"=BzX0:05 [12,29] for appropriate length plasmas.
Aspects of these experiments have been confirmed by
particle-in-cell (PIC) simulations [32].

The magnitude of the field of an infinitely long multipole
of order s scales with radius r as

jBs!r"j # Ksr
s$1, (2)

where the Ks are constants and s defines the order of the
multipole (e.g. a quadrupole for s # 2, a sextupole for
s # 3, an octupole for s # 4, etc). In Fig. 1 we have plotted
the field dependence for s # 2–5 where the field strength is
normalized to unity at the electrode inner wall radius, rw.
The maximum field magnitude in a multipole occurs at the
coil inner radius, and is proportional to the current density
in the conductors there. With superconducting wires, the
current density is, to first order, only dependent on the type
of conductor and on the local magnetic field magnitude.
Thus, to first order, the field at the wall of a multipole is
independent of the multipole order [17]. This gives us
considerable freedom to optimize the order.

While the maximum field, and hence the trapping depth,
is roughly independent of the multipole order, the interior
field is not. The higher the order of the multipole, the lower
the interior field. The positron and antiproton plasmas
extend only a small way to the trap wall. Consequently, for
a given trap depth, they will be subject to smaller multipole
fields as the multipole order is increased. The plasmas in
ALPHA are envisaged to have radii of about r0p0:2rw. If
we assume that the maximum azimuthally asymmetric field

that the plasmas can tolerate for higher order multipoles is
similar to the maximum tolerable field for a quadrupole,
we can extend our quadrupole tolerance limit to the more
general limit Bs!r0"=BzX0:05. This limit corresponds to the
horizontal line in Fig. 1 (the multipole field at the wall is
about twice the solenoidal field), and is satisfied by
octupoles and higher multipoles for all radii less then
0:2rw. It might, at first, seem preferable to use an order
higher than an octupole. However, because the multipole
support form, the vacuum wall, and the interior electrodes
all have finite thickness, the trap wall radius will be
significantly less than the coil inner radius. This causes the
effective maximum field at the trap wall radius to be
significantly reduced from the field at the coil radius, a
reduction that increases sharply with the multipole order.
We believe that an octupole is the best compromise
between minimizing the field felt by the plasmas while still
maintaining the neutral trap depth. Furthermore, limits on
the bending radius of the superconducting wire also favor
an octupole with our particular geometry.

2.1.3. Major criterion: material minimization
ALPHA will use a position sensitive particle detector to

record the antiproton annihilation vertices. The detector
will be placed just outside the magnet coils. The coils will
scatter the charged pions which are emitted upon
antihydrogen annihilation, thereby degrading the resolu-
tion of the detector. Thus, another design criterion is to
minimize the material between the vacuum in the trap and
the detector in order to minimize the scattering [30].

2.1.4. Minor criterion: magnet ramping
The presence of trapped antihydrogen can be inferred

from its annihilation following release from the trap by
quickly ramping down one of the magnets. The faster the
magnet can be ramped, the higher the signal to noise ratio
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Fig. 1. Radial field dependence for s # 2–5 (quadrupole through
decapole) normalized to unity at the electrode wall radius. The significance
of the horizontal line is explained in the text.

W. Bertsche et al. / Nuclear Instruments and Methods in Physics Research A 566 (2006) 746–756748
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Landscape: the present

challenge: low temperature

Confine neutral antiatoms in a magnetic trap by 
superposing a radial magnetic multipole field upon 
the external solenoidal field

U = - µ B
F = -    U→

→→

well depth with 1T multipole ⊕ 1 T solenoid 
                    ~ 500 mK H

2.1.2. Major criterion: multipole order
The antiproton and positron plasmas must remain

confined [17] if we are to synthesize antihydrogen. This
requirement dictates the choice of multipole order. Neutral
magnetic traps [21] typically use the so-called Ioffe–Pritch-
ard configuration [22], which employs a quadrupole coil for
the multipole. Such a quadrupole, with two mirror coils
and a solenoid, is the simplest configuration that could
possibly be used in an antihydrogen trap. However, it is not
obvious that the positron and antiproton plasmas from
which the antihydrogen is synthesized can be confined in
this configuration. Common Penning traps rely on
cylindrical symmetry to guarantee confinement [23], and
this symmetry is broken by the multipolar field.

Whether or not the constituent plasmas will stay
confined in the presence of a quadrupole has been much
disputed. A number of experiments have addressed this
issue and shown that, for relatively weak solenoidal fields
and/or with small quadrupole to solenoidal field ratios,
plasmas are not suitably confined [17,24–26]. Other work
has suggested otherwise [27,28]. Recently, however, con-
finement measurements with field strengths approaching
the magnitudes necessary for antihydrogen trapping have
been performed [29]. These experiments have conclusively
shown that quadrupoles sharply degrade the constituent
confinement, and that quadrupolar fields cannot be used,
particularly when the ratio of the quadrupole field B2!r0" to
solenoidal field at the plasma radius, r0, exceeded about
B2!r0"=BzX0:05 [12,29] for appropriate length plasmas.
Aspects of these experiments have been confirmed by
particle-in-cell (PIC) simulations [32].

The magnitude of the field of an infinitely long multipole
of order s scales with radius r as

jBs!r"j # Ksr
s$1, (2)

where the Ks are constants and s defines the order of the
multipole (e.g. a quadrupole for s # 2, a sextupole for
s # 3, an octupole for s # 4, etc). In Fig. 1 we have plotted
the field dependence for s # 2–5 where the field strength is
normalized to unity at the electrode inner wall radius, rw.
The maximum field magnitude in a multipole occurs at the
coil inner radius, and is proportional to the current density
in the conductors there. With superconducting wires, the
current density is, to first order, only dependent on the type
of conductor and on the local magnetic field magnitude.
Thus, to first order, the field at the wall of a multipole is
independent of the multipole order [17]. This gives us
considerable freedom to optimize the order.

While the maximum field, and hence the trapping depth,
is roughly independent of the multipole order, the interior
field is not. The higher the order of the multipole, the lower
the interior field. The positron and antiproton plasmas
extend only a small way to the trap wall. Consequently, for
a given trap depth, they will be subject to smaller multipole
fields as the multipole order is increased. The plasmas in
ALPHA are envisaged to have radii of about r0p0:2rw. If
we assume that the maximum azimuthally asymmetric field

that the plasmas can tolerate for higher order multipoles is
similar to the maximum tolerable field for a quadrupole,
we can extend our quadrupole tolerance limit to the more
general limit Bs!r0"=BzX0:05. This limit corresponds to the
horizontal line in Fig. 1 (the multipole field at the wall is
about twice the solenoidal field), and is satisfied by
octupoles and higher multipoles for all radii less then
0:2rw. It might, at first, seem preferable to use an order
higher than an octupole. However, because the multipole
support form, the vacuum wall, and the interior electrodes
all have finite thickness, the trap wall radius will be
significantly less than the coil inner radius. This causes the
effective maximum field at the trap wall radius to be
significantly reduced from the field at the coil radius, a
reduction that increases sharply with the multipole order.
We believe that an octupole is the best compromise
between minimizing the field felt by the plasmas while still
maintaining the neutral trap depth. Furthermore, limits on
the bending radius of the superconducting wire also favor
an octupole with our particular geometry.

2.1.3. Major criterion: material minimization
ALPHA will use a position sensitive particle detector to

record the antiproton annihilation vertices. The detector
will be placed just outside the magnet coils. The coils will
scatter the charged pions which are emitted upon
antihydrogen annihilation, thereby degrading the resolu-
tion of the detector. Thus, another design criterion is to
minimize the material between the vacuum in the trap and
the detector in order to minimize the scattering [30].

2.1.4. Minor criterion: magnet ramping
The presence of trapped antihydrogen can be inferred

from its annihilation following release from the trap by
quickly ramping down one of the magnets. The faster the
magnet can be ramped, the higher the signal to noise ratio
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Where are they now?

• both ATRAP and ALPHA have implemented a magnetic multipole trap 
(quadrupole for ATRAP, octupole for ALPHA)

• since 2007, both experiments have produced antihydrogen in their 
magnetic traps

• detecting any trapped antihydrogen requires rapidly dumping a 1T 
superconducting magnet (~ 20 ms) to discriminate against cosmics

• October 2010: first trapped antihydrogen

• rates are (very) low ( ~1 trapped atom / mixing cycle ~ 10k’s atoms)

• plasma control in Penning traps is critical in reaching such low 
temperatures (noise & field inhomogeneities heat plasma)

While it is possible to produce trappable antihydrogen this way, rates, 
temperatures are limiting factors (stacking?!?) for further studies

Landscape: the present
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Measured t–z distribution for annihilations obtained with no bias (green circles), left bias (blue triangles), right bias (red triangles) and heated positrons (violet star). The grey dots are from a 
numerical simulation of antihydrogen atoms released from the trap during the quench. The simulated atoms were initially in the ground state, with a maximum kinetic energy of 0.1 meV. The 
typical kinetic energy is larger than the depth of the neutral trap, ensuring that all trappable atoms are considered. The 30-ms observation window includes 99% of the 20,000 simulated points. 
b, Experimental t–z distribution, as above, shown along with results of a numerical simulation of mirror-trapped antiprotons being released from the trap. The colour codes are as above and 
there are 3,000 points in each of the three simulation plots. In both a and b, the simulated z distributions were convolved with the detector spatial resolution, of ~5 mm.

the ALPHA experiment
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AEgIS:
Antimatter Experiment: Gravity, Interferometry, Spectroscopy

Main physics goal: g measurement with 1% accuracy* on 
antihydrogen (10⁵ H) (first direct measurement on antimatter)

an alternate route:
_

this requires

a) Pulsed production of a cold beam of antihydrogen (T~0.1K)
 • cold antiprotons (T~0.1K)
 • production of Rydberg positronium
 • production of antihydrogen atoms
 • acceleration of the antihydrogen atoms to ~ few 100 m/s

b) measurement of the beam deflection with a Moiré deflectometer

*(higher precision feasible in a future upgrade)

_
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A ntimatter
E xperiment:
G ravity
 I nterferometry
S pectroscopy

Principle of the experiment

g

e+

H
_

a)

b)

(http://doc.cern.ch/archive/electronic/cern/preprints/spsc/public/spsc-2007-017.pdf)

CERN research board approved in December 2008

pulsed cold beam

measurement 
region
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E. Widmann

Verifications of CPT symmetry
Tests of particle/antiparticle symmetry (PDG)

Inconsistent definition of figure of merit: comparison difficult
Pattern of CPT violation unknown (P: weak interaction, CP: mesons)
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Absolute energy scale: standard model extension (Kostelecky)

planned

46

secondary goals: 

• spectroscopy of antihydrogen (CPT)

• study of Rydberg atoms in mixed E & B fields

• Positronium physics: formation / excitation / spectroscopy

• study of nanostructured materials

• trapping (cooling, and relaunching) of antihydrogen

absolute accuracy (GeV)
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Motivation
 General relativity is a classical (non quantum) theory;

 EEP violations may appear in some quantum theory

 New quantum scalar and vector fields are allowed in some models
(Kaluza Klein ….)

 These fields may mediate interactions violating the equivalence principle
M. Nieto and T. Goldman, Phys. Rep. 205, 5 221-281,(1992)

Einstein field: tensor graviton (Spin 2, “Newtonian”)

+ Gravi-vector (spin 1)

+ Gravi-scalar (spin 0)

Scalar: “charge” of particle equal to “charge of antiparticle” :        attractive force
Vector: “charge” of particle opposite to “charge of antiparticle”: repulsive/attractive force

Cancellation effects in matter experiment  if a ≈ b and v ≈ s

V = ‒ ― m₁m₂ ( 1∓ a e   + b e    )-r/vG -r/s∞
r Phys. Rev. D 33 (2475) (1986)

• General relativity is a classical (non quantum) theory
• Einstein equivalence principle violations may appear in some quantum theories of gravity
• New quantum scalar and vector fields are allowed in some models (Kaluza Klein, …)
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• The effect of gravity on ordinary matter has
been studied extensively
[B. Heckel et al., Adv. Space Res. 25 (2000) 1225]

• Antimatter gravity has to this day never been
investigated (charged elementary antiparticles are
sensitive to electromagnetic stray fields;                                         antimatter was               
neutral antimatter was previously not available

• Production of copious amounts of cold antihydrogen by                              ATHENA and 
ATHENA, ALPHA and ATRAP paves the way for direct antimatter gravity experiments
[M. Amoretti et al., Nature 419 (2002) 456;  G. Gabrielse et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 89 (2002) 213401]

• Arguments against antigravity and indirect limits on  δg/g  exist, but are model-
dependent and not universally agreed
[T. Ericson and A. Richter, Europhys. Lett. 11 (1990) 295;  E. Adelberger et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 66 (1990) 
850;  M. M. Nieto & T. Goldman, Phys. Rep. 205 (1991) 221;  S. Bellucci & V. Faraoni, Phys. Rev. D 49 
(1994) 2992]

• Generally, no effect greater than  δg/g = 10-6  expected

Testing gravity:
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Antihydrogen formation method:

e+e+

p

e+

on

with pulsed production
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Sequence (I) : antiproton capture

Antiproton catching &e- cooling

Antiproton and e+ radial 

compression, preparation to 

transfer
AD-AEGIS vacuum
separation foil

Antiproton main energy degrader: foil ..
has to be movable to allow the e+ injection 
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Sequence (II) : positron production

 22Na source: > 50 -100 mC
 Moderation through solid neon
 Accumulation in trap 
 Buffer gas cooling
 3 108 e+ in few minutes
 B= 0.15 -0.2 T

“Surko type” positron accumulator: 
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e+ 

Diocotron 
drive 

Diocotron signal 
f1 = 3 kHz  t1 = 5 ms 
f2 = 6 kHz t2 = 5 ms 
f3 = 9 kHz  t3 = 5 ms 

Dump pulse trigger 
(Plasma is ejected on the MCP) 

Phase 
difference 
   ! 

Sequence (III) : positron radial displacement
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Diocotron 
drive 

Diocotron signal 
f1 = 3 kHz  t1 = 5 ms 
f2 = 6 kHz t2 = 5 ms 
f3 = 9 kHz  t3 = 5 ms 

Dump pulse trigger 
(Plasma is ejected on the MCP) 

Phase 
difference 
   ! 

Sequence (III) : positron radial displacement
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Diocotron 
drive 

Diocotron signal 
f1 = 3 kHz  t1 = 5 ms 
f2 = 6 kHz t2 = 5 ms 
f3 = 9 kHz  t3 = 5 ms 

Dump pulse trigger 
(Plasma is ejected on the MCP) 

Phase 
difference 
   ! 

Sequence (III) : positron radial displacement
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Diocotron 
drive 

Diocotron signal 
f1 = 3 kHz  t1 = 5 ms 
f2 = 6 kHz t2 = 5 ms 
f3 = 9 kHz  t3 = 5 ms 

Dump pulse trigger 
(Plasma is ejected on the MCP) 

Phase 
difference 
   ! 

Sequence (III) : positron radial displacement
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Plasma manipulations

Method confirmed, very good control, no blow-up of plasma 

Repeat with final (stacked) electrode geometry
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positron radial displacement (II)
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Sequence (IV) : Positronium production
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Positronium production (II)

Pore diameter around 8 nm

Realization of ordered nanochannels in silica
To obtain nanochannels in silica, silicon 
has been etched.

Si p-type 
0.15-0.21 Ohm/cm
current 10mA/cm2 
15 min 

Changing these 
parameters, the pore 
diameter and density 
can be changed. 
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Positronium production (II)

Pore diameter around 8 nm

Pore diameter around 10 nm

Realization of ordered nanochannels in silica
To obtain nanochannels in silica, silicon 
has been etched.

Si p-type 
0.15-0.21 Ohm/cm
current 10mA/cm2 
15 min 

Changing these 
parameters, the pore 
diameter and density 
can be changed. 
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Positronium production (II)

Pore diameter around 8 nm

Pore diameter around 10 nm

Pore diameter around 12 nm

Realization of ordered nanochannels in silica
To obtain nanochannels in silica, silicon 
has been etched.

Si p-type 
0.15-0.21 Ohm/cm
current 10mA/cm2 
15 min 

Changing these 
parameters, the pore 
diameter and density 
can be changed. 
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Positronium production (II)

Pore diameter around 8 nm

Pore diameter around 10 nm

Pore diameter around 12 nm

Pore diameter around 14 nm

Realization of ordered nanochannels in silica
To obtain nanochannels in silica, silicon 
has been etched.

Si p-type 
0.15-0.21 Ohm/cm
current 10mA/cm2 
15 min 

Changing these 
parameters, the pore 
diameter and density 
can be changed. 
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Positronium production (III)

0.1 1 10
0

5

10

15

20

25

30

35

40

45 Si p-type 
0.15-0.21 Ohm cm, 
6mA/cm2, 15 min

0 cycles not annealed

Si p-type 
0.15-0.21 Ohm cm, 
10mA/cm2, 15 min

0 cycles not annealed
1 cycle 2h 100°C
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In progress: measurement of the positronium velocity distribution and  direction
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The sequence (V): Positronium excitation

Harmonic  
Generator 

n=1 ! n=3 
205 nm 
Transition saturation  
energy: ~2 !J 

n=3 ! Rydberg 
1650-1700 nm 
Transition saturation  
energy: ~0.2 mJ 

Nd:YAG 
1064 nm 

650 mJ, 5 ns 

4th  

2nd  

1st  

OPG 

OPG + OPA SUM 

OPA 

894 nm 

1650-1700 nm 

266 nm 

532 nm 

1064 nm 

Laser source and harmonic generator:  
Tender will start within December 2010 (?) 
Expected arrive in March - April 2011 Goal of the apparatus: 

About 10 times the 
saturation energy 

Expected excitation efficiency:   30%

τ~10ns

τ~3ns
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Motional Stark effect (               ) + linear & quadratic Zeeman splitting: 
         B=1T ~ sublevels of Rydberg state will be mixed and separated in energy 

Ps excitation model must be tailored (power, bandwidth) to this broad Rydberg level band

Doppler broadening:   
         T=100 K  ~  v~105 m/s 

Use OPG + OPA ( + frequency summing)

Simulation: excitation efficiency = 30%
Ionization limit

Positronium excitation (II)

broadening ~ 1THz

Laser 1: Δλ=0.045nm (=λD), >5µJ, τ~4ns

Stark 
Broadening

ΔE(n,n+1)
Doppler 
Broadening

Laser 2: Δλ~1 nm, >60µJ, τ~2ns
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OPA

OPG

Positronium excitation (III)
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Sequence (VI): ultracold antiprotons

Antiprotons in the trap cannot be directly cooled to 100 mK

Cool antiprotons by collisions with a partner particle stored in the same trap that 
can be cooled

e-  antiproton

L C

electrons

Resistive cooling with a 
resonant tuned circuit + 
radiation cooling 

Laser cooling of Os
_

Ultimate  temperature: 240 nK

Negative ions: Os
_

 

 A demonstration of laser cooling of negative ions is needed
 Experiment in progress at MPI (members of AEGIS)

antiprotons

Embedded electron cooling, adiabatic 
cooling, evaporative cooling, ...
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Heat exchanges 

Sapphire – indium

Sapphire – Gold (B=off)

Sapphire – Gold (B=on)

Sapphire – indium

Sapphire – indium

ultracold antiprotons (II)
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Sequence (VII): antihydrogen formation
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antihydrogen formation (II)
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Sequence (VIII): Antihydrogen beam production

Deceleration/acceleration in electric field gradients

Δ(v) of several 100 m/s within about 1 cm (n=20-30) 
Electric fields: few 100 V/cm 
limited by field ionization; crossing of the Stark states traversed 
adiabatically

E = — + – nkF

Force = - ³/₂ nk ∇F→
2n² 2

31
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400 600200 800 m/s

Antihydrogen beam production (II)

• Trap voltages fast-switched from Penning trap
   configuration to “Rydberg accelerator”
• Voltages of a few 100 V applied to trap sectors
• Electric field with spatial/temporal gradient
• Duration: 70-80 μsec: cloud size ~ 2 cm
• t=0 is defined

t=30 μsec

t=10 μsec

t=60 μsec

electric field modulus on trap axis

antihydrogen horizontal velocity

Simulation of antihydrogen
acceleration procedure in
variable electric fields
n(Ps*) = 20 ; <n(H)> = 28

_
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Radial velocity distribution of 400 mK 
antihydrogen before Stark acceleration

radial cooling through 
acceleration mechanism

Radial velocity after acceleration

Antihydrogen beam production (III)
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Sequence (IX): Moiré deflectometer

Measurement carried out on 
Argon atoms (3 gratings)
M.  Oberthaler et al., Phys. Rev. A 54 (1996) 4

10 μm period
3 mm x 3 mm
sensitivity with laser beam calibration: 10-4

• Produce cold antihydrogen (T ~ 0.1 K ≡ v ~ 40 m/s )

• Produce an antihydrogen beam (v  ~ few 100 m/s; v ~ 40 m/s)
• Horizontal flight path ~ 1 m

• Vertical deflection (gravity) 20 μm@ 500 m/s (1.2 meV)
• Poor beam collimation ➠ beam size after flight ~ several cm
• t=0 is defined ➠ T.O.F. is defined iff v is ~ constant over flight path

∥ ⊥

h = ½ g ( ― )²L
v

h

L
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Gravitational deflection & Moiré deflectometer (II)

simulations of the experiment
a) no gravity, very high statistics x/ax/a

Counts vs. vertical coordinate

Grating period a = 80 μm
Grating size = 20 cm (2500 slits)

a = 80 μm
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Gravitational deflection & Moiré deflectometer (III)

simulations of the experiment
a) with gravity, very high statistics

x

GratingGrating
unitsunits

v =600 m/s
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Gravitational deflection & Moiré deflectometer (III)

x

GratingGrating
unitsunits

v =600 m/s

v =400 m/s
with gravity
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Gravitational deflection & Moiré deflectometer (III)

x

GratingGrating
unitsunits

v =600 m/s

v =300 m/s
with gravity
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Gravitational deflection & Moiré deflectometer (III)

x

GratingGrating
unitsunits

v =600 m/s

v =250 m/s

δ = ―gt²
a

with gravity
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Gravitational deflection & Moiré deflectometer (IV)

Histogram of antihydrogen position
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Gravitational deflection & Moiré deflectometer (IV)

Histogram of antihydrogen position
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1 grating period: 80 1 grating period: 80 µµmm

Sequence (X): Analysis (I)

Collapse into one grating period

Vh= 600 m/s
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1 grating period: 80 1 grating period: 80 µµmm

Vh= 600 m/s

Vh= 400 m/s

Collapse into one grating period

Sequence (X): Analysis (I)
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a
gT

a
dx 2

=Pattern shift: a:  grating period T: time of flight between the two 
    gratings

1 grating period: 80 1 grating period: 80 µµmm

Vh= 600 m/s

Vh= 400 m/s

Vh= 300 m/s

Vh= 250 m/s

Collapse into one grating period

Sequence (X): Analysis (I)
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Analysis (II)

1500 detected antihydrogen atoms
v = 300 m/s
ideal detector

Histogram of antihydrogen position modulo the grating period

Expected position of minimum if g=0
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Analysis (III)

1500 detected antihydrogen atoms
v = 300 m/s
ideal detector

Determination of phase shift modulo the phase (or TOF)

Expected position of minimum if g=0

80

120

0

40

0 1 2 3 4 5
time-of-flight squared  (ms 2)

2

3

0

1

0 1 2 3 4 65
intensity phase shift  (2 ! d)

__ 1

__
2

2

3

0

1

0 0.4 0.8 1.2 1.6 2.0
T   (ms)

⤴

ϕ(t²)-ϕ₀ = ― gt²

ϕ
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Systematics

• systematic error on <t²> : about 0.5% error in the mean axial position of the beam
• σ  /t²                              : can be as large as 20-30%
• radial extent of the beam : no contribution to the systematic errors

• Antihydrogen radial velocity: no contribution to the systematic errors (only to acceptance)

• radiative decay of H during flight : atom recoil decreases contrast: < 60% of atoms

• magnetic gradient: 10 Gauss/m gives a force equal to mg (for ground state antihydrogen)

independent investigation of systematics: repeat measurement with grating system rotated by 
90 degrees (switch off gravity)

• vertical alignment (between gratings and detector) : influences δ

           stability of a ~ micron is needed, but absolute position is unimportant
          (incorporate an optical interferometer into the grating system)

• grating-grating, and detector-grating distances : should be equal to < two grating periods
          (influences contrast, but does not produce a shift)

t²
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Current status of the test-setup: 

As atom source a so-called inductively-coupled-plasma (ICP) has been 
chosen. Figure 2.10 shows a picture of this source. The current 
performance of the source is about 2*1014atoms/(sec*sr) but there are still 
a lot of parameters open for improvement.  
As particle detection, two different methods are currently used: using the 
fluorescence signal of a laser that is close to the resonance of the 
metastable atoms as well as a Faraday detector.  
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2) Progress on the design and construction of the experimental setup 

 

a) The Gratings of the Moiré-Deflectometer: 

 

i) The design of the Silicon Wafers: 

To include as many Anti-Hydrogen as possible the apparatus of the Moiré-
Deflectometer has to take the large divergence of the beam into account. Thus, 
Silicon wafers !"#$%&%'"&()#)*%+,%-.%$&/)%0))1%2$+3)1 as a first attempt to realize 
the transmission gratings. These large-area-gratings may be extended in future 
versions to 8.-wafers. 
Besides the large-area transmission gratings, additional optical transmission 
gratings are included in the design as well. The current design is shown in figure 
2.1.The main features of the design are described in the following. 

!

!"#$%&$%'%%%()*"#+%,-%./)%0!"#$%&'"()*+,-()."/0&"+$'.&123)2%.32+*4"**",+%#32."+#%-,3%./)%523."67)*%2+8%./)%#32."+#*%-,3%./)%

,5."627%926/1:)/+8)3%;+.)3-)3,4).)3$ 

 
1. Main structure 4 the large-area transmission gratings for the Anti-

Hydrogen: 
Horizontally: periodicity of 40 µm and an open fraction of 30% 
Vertically:      support structure to guarantee the stability of the membrane- 
      like horizontal structure 

2. Additional structures 4 the optical gratings for the Mach-Zehnder-
Interferometers: 
To determine the appropriate structure of the gratings for the Mach-
Zehnder-Interferometer (see figure 1.5) it is intended to keep the setup of 
the Moiré-Deflectometer as flexible as possible. For this purpose, the 
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Apart from these alignment issues it is the fragility of the transmission 
gratings that determines the holders! design. To avoid any stress on the 
wafer two screws touch the wafers weakly and ensure their vertical position 
as can be seen in figure 2.9. Rotations are prevented by fixed positions of 
the corners of the wafers! flat side.  
 

Ar oven for the 2011 measurement

measurement of the gravitational 
interaction of Ar atoms to 10-6g
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ii) Results  

Several attempts, like working on a flooded table, temperature stabilisation or 
putting the setup on a pendulum, have been made to improve both the long- and 
short-term stability of the setup. Figures 1.3 and 1.4 show the experimental 
results of the measurements. Considering the Allan plots of Figure 1.4 an 
improvement of the stability of about two orders of magnitude becomes visible. 
Furthermore, the setup of this Mach-Zehnder-Interferometer provided a resolution 
of 50 pm.  

 

!
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iii) Consequences for the Moiré-Deflectometer at CERN 

With an estimated flux of the pulsed Anti-Hydrogen beam of about 104atoms 
every 3min the aimed precision of 1% of g is reachable within about 52min of 
measurement time. During this period an averaged drift of the current setup has 
been meas!"#$% &'% ()*+% ,-./-% .0% 1% 2-&!01*$2-% &'% 2-#% $#'3#/2&+#2#"40% 5"12.*5%
period of 40µm. Hence, the stability of this setup is by an order of magnitude 
better than the one that is required for the Anti-Hydrogen measurement at CERN. 

 
As a next step two of these optical interferometers will be aligned using transmission gratings 
that are implemented in the corners of the transmission gratings for the particles. A sketch of 
the alignment is given in figure 1.4.  

no stabilization

with stabilization
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AEgIS at the Antiproton Decelerator (AD)

Surko-type positron
accumulator

main magnet and
dilution cryostat

Moiré device

10 m

_
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Construction of the elements

COMPLETION REPORT 
 

CERN Purchase Order CA 1514955 
APBS System Assembly (P/N APBS-SA-1) for APBS-2 positron trapping system 

 
Submitted by First Point Scientific, Inc. 

January 12, 2011 
 
The item under the subject Purchase Order has been completed, including successful 

testing.  This assembly will be retained at First Point Scientific, Inc. pending assembly 
with other components purchased under separate purchase orders. 

 
The following tasks have been completed for this project: 
 

1. All items required for the completion of the APBS trap have been installed on the 
stand (Figure 1). 

2. All electronics required for the APBS trap have been installed in the system rack 
(Figure 2). 

 

 
 

 

 

Figure 1. Completed APBS assembly. 

 

slightly higher values of F3!!E" at positron implantation en-
ergies higher than 2 keV !Fig. 1".

The mechanism which gives the high yield of observed
positronium in these samples requires a discussion. The vol-
ume occupied by the channels can be estimated less than
about half of the total volume in the #2 "m etched silicon
layer. The silicon oxide layer on the inner walls of the chan-
nels is expected to have a thickness of few nanometers. A
simple geometrical evaluation, assuming the sample com-
posed of regular cylindrical channels, shows that the total
bulk silica in the sample does not exceed 10% of the total
volume. Therefore, the observed Ps cannot be only formed
by positrons stopped in the silica layers during their slowing
down. The high amount of o-Ps must be correlated with pos-
itrons that diffuse in silicon, reach the silicon/silica interface,
and pass in the silicon oxide layer because energetically
favored.38 Since the e+ diffusion length in silicon p type is
around 200–250 nm !Ref. 3" while the distance among the
pores is extremely shorter !few nanometers", a large fraction
of implanted positrons is expected to reach the silicon/silica
interface. Here Ps can be formed and, after a short diffusion
path, be emitted into the nanochannels. Ps formed in silica
was found to be emitted in vacuum with two-energy distri-
bution centered at 1 and 3 eV.36 Hereafter the sample with
the highest o-Ps yield, i.e., the sample thermal treated at
100 °C, will be analyzed in details.

B. o-Ps yield vs nanochannel dimensions

As mentioned, a procedure of etching and reoxidation was
applied to the sample treated at 100 °C for increasing the
channel dimensions without losing in the density of channels
for unit area. In Fig. 3 the F3!!E" curves obtained measuring
samples labeled #0, #1, #2, #3, #4, and #5 are shown. The
progressive number indicates the number of etching and oxi-
dation cycles.

The thickness of the silicon region with nanochannels is
around 2 "m !vertical line in Fig. 3". If the samples are
subjected to etching and reoxidation cycles, the region of the
silicon with nanochannels does not change but their diameter
tends to increase cycle after cycle as pointed out by the SEM
images reported in Fig. 4. The size of nanochannels can be
estimated to be around 4–7 nm in sample #0 and 8–12 nm,
8–14 nm, 10–16 nm, 14–20 nm, and 80–120 nm in samples
#1, #2, #3, #4 and #5, respectively.

At each positron implantation energy the o-Ps fraction,
F3!!E", is composed of two contributions: the first one given
by the o-Ps that annihilates into three gammas inside the
channels and the second one given by o-Ps that escapes into
the vacuum. Large amount of o-Ps emission into the vacuum
from a sample of this type !nanochannels dimensions in the
5–8 nm range" was recently directly observed by time of
flight !TOF" measurements !Ref. 25". A fraction of o-Ps was
found to escape with thermal energy from a mean positron
implantation depth of #470 nm !7 keV implantation energy"
at RT and at cryogenic temperature of 200 and 150 K. The
escaping from such a large depth was allowed because of the
high o-Ps diffusion length. The TOF results on o-Ps out-
diffusion were consistent with the 3!-PAS finding on the
same sample.

The maximum yield of o-Ps is about 45% in samples #0,
then it decreases progressively reaching about 35% in
sample #4 and 30% in sample #5. This maximum is reached
at increasing positron implantation energy going from
sample #0 to sample #5. In spite of this progressive decrease
in the maximum yield, at 10 keV positron implantation en-
ergy the o-Ps yield is about the same !23–25 %" in all the
cycled samples.

As appreciable from Fig. 3, the F3!!E" values below 3–5
keV positron implantation energy show a decrease. In
samples #3, #4, and #5 this decrease is more marked than in
samples #0, #1, and #2. In sample #5, where the size of
nanochannels becomes larger than in #4 by six times, the
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FIG. 3. Fraction F3! of implanted positrons annihilating as o-Ps
vs positron implantation energy !lower scale" and mean positron
implantation depth !upper scale". Samples realized with a different
number of etching and reoxidation cycles !#0, #1, #2, #3, #4, and
#5" in air at 100 °C for 2 h. The vertical lines mark the border
between the silicon region with nanochannels and the bulk silicon.
The error on F3!!E" points is !3.5% and +0.5%.

FIG. 4. SEM pictures of the surface of samples #0, #1, #2, #3,
#4, and #5. The scale of sample #5 is ten times that of the other
samples. Numbers refer to the etching and reoxidation cycles.

MARIAZZI et al. PHYSICAL REVIEW B 81, 235418 !2010"

235418-4
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2010 - 2011      Construction (magnet,  cryostat,  e+ accumulator,  traps )

                   Installation in the zone

2011 - 2013   Run with and without antiprotons (e+ commissioning)

       Catch, cool & transfer antiprotons; e+ accumulation & transfer

                 Complete construction and installation (antihydrogen 
       detector, laser installation)

                    Rydberg positronium & Antihydrogen formation

              Cooling antiprotons to 100 mK

                  Optimization of the antihydrogen beam

2014 - ...     Run with the grating system and the position sensitive detector

Outlook and conclusion

We are working to be ready by the end of this year
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Conclusions

The AEgIS design is based on 

• experience gained at AD (ATHENA as well as ATRAP)

• use of technologies demonstrated with laboratory tests

• (reasonable) upgrades of existing technologies (R&D under way)

• accurate simulations of several critical items (Moiré deflectometer, 
charge exchange production process, beam formation, position sensitive 
detector, ...)

We are working to be ready by the end of this year

_
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Apart from these alignment issues it is the fragility of the transmission 
gratings that determines the holders! design. To avoid any stress on the 
wafer two screws touch the wafers weakly and ensure their vertical position 
as can be seen in figure 2.9. Rotations are prevented by fixed positions of 
the corners of the wafers! flat side.  
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1) Quantification of stability via an optical Mach-Zehnder Interferometer: 

 

i) The Mach-Zehnder-Interferometer for the Moiré-Deflectometer:  

To reveal and quantify the stability of the experimental setup of the Moiré-
Deflectometer additional light interferometers are used [1] [2] [3]. This way, the 
stability of the setup may be characterised and any perturbing vibrations as well 
as long-term drifts should be minimized eventually.  

Starting with the base of the Moiré-Deflectometer ! an aluminium bar from 
Thorlabs (XT95 rail) (Fig.1.1) ! an optical Mach-Zehnder-Interferometer has been 
set up using optical blazed transmission graings (GT13-03, Thorlabs).  

!
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!

A sketch of this setup is given in Figure 1.2. With a length of 1.4m this interferometer 
was aligned on a similar length scale as it will be necessary for the Anti-Hydrogen 
measurement and hence, it provides important information about the overall stability 
of the deflectometer.  

! ! !

 

 

 

!"#$%&$%A%%%BC)/8(%-.%/()%,)/01%-.%/()%-1/"8+7%2+8(5D)(;E)35F;/)3.)3-9)/)3%.-3%/()%,/+*"7"/G%8(+3+8/)3"H+/"-;$%

Deflectometer studies: 2010: determine stability of set-up
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!"#$%&'()*%+$,-&$("#$.'&()/0#+$'&#$.&-/#++#1$-2($-,$34$+)0)/-*$5',#&+6 The current status of this 
process is described in the following section. 
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Antihydrogen beam production (II)

Electrodes used to accelate 
and decelerate H

(ETHZ)

MCP
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Sequence: production of the antiparticles
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Indirect limits on EEP validity for antimatter systems

11109 −⋅<
−

c

cc

ω
ωω

  “Red shift type” argument”           R. J. Hughes et al., PRL 66,7 (1991)

6103 −⋅<ppα

G. Gabrielse et al PRL 82 (3198)
(1999) The limit is model dependent

Exact CPT is assumed

If matter and antimatter are coupled to the same tensor field
For anomalous interaction coupling to antimatter with 
                 REarth < range < Distance Earth-Sun

110−<ppα

Cyclotron frequency of p and pbar in the same magnetic field

SN1987ASN1987A
65 1010 −− −<ννα Neutrino-antineutrino arrival time differenceNeutrino-antineutrino arrival time difference

  Only one e detected, several caveats
 Model dependent S. Pakvasa et al., Phys. Rev. D 39 (1989) 176

Virtual e+ e- pairs in the atomsVirtual e+ e- pairs in the atoms

WEP violation for e+                                    WEP violation for e+                                    mmII-m-mGG      should depend on Zshould depend on Z
610−

−+ <eeα

S.I. Schiff  PRL 1 254 (1958)The The ““Schiff argumentSchiff argument””

M. Nieto et al Phys. Rep. 205 (5) 221 (1991)

 M. Charlton et al Phys. Rep 241 65 (1994)
R. Hughes Hyp. Int.76 3 (1996)

Several criticisms

Uncorrected renormalization procedure…

Very stringent limits Very stringent limits CPLEAR coll. Phys. CPLEAR coll. Phys. LettLett. B 452 (1999) 425. B 452 (1999) 425K0    K0

149 1010
00

−− −<KKα Depending on the range of the anomalous interactionDepending on the range of the anomalous interaction
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Motivation

EEP (Einstein Equivalence Principle)  ⇔  General relativity

“if an uncharged test body is placed at an initial event in 
spacetime and given an initial velocity there, then its 
subsequent trajectory will be independent of its internal 
structure and composition” (Weak Equivalence Principle)

WEP 

The outcome of any local non-gravitational experiment is 
independent of the velocity of the freely falling apparatus 
(Local Lorentz Invariance)

LLI 

The outcome of any local non-gravitational experiment is 
independent of where and when in the Universe it is 
performed (Local Position Invariance)

LPI 

C. Will ”Theory and experiment in gravitational physics” (Cambridge Univ. Press)

EEP 

{
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Motivation

EEP tests = WEP tests & LLI tests & LPI tests (some examples) 

WEP tests

LPI tests

a) inertial mass ≟ gravitational mass

b) search for deviation from 1/r gravitational law

a) gravitational red shift experiments

b) time variation of the fundamental constants
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Hydrogen maser clock frequency vs altitude: α<10

LPI ≡ α=0

-4

ν₁

ν₂

ΔU
R.F.C.Vessot et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 45 (1980) 2081
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Position sensitive detector (I)
Area: 20x20 cm²
Operation at < 100 K
10-12 μm resolution essential
high efficiency

8000 strips
20 cm long
25 μm wide
300 μm thick

Antiproton annihilation at rest on Si: charged pions (2-3) + nuclear fragments

MC simulation of energy release in a strip (in agreement with P.L.McGaughey et al., NIM 249 (1986) 361)
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Position sensitive detector (II)

α

π

2) add in additional planes of Si strips

improves efficiency from 25% to 60%

1) Antihydrogen impact point is reconstructed using the signals from 
nuclear and heavy fragment recoil:

eff. = 25%; res. = 10 μm eff. = 60%; res. = 8.6 μm eff. = 100%; res. = 7 μm
50% 50%100% 100%
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Development of a suitable Mixing Chamber (3He and 4He) as part of a Dilution 
Refrigerator to provide cooling at 100 mK of the  cold trap region. 

Challenges:
Design of cold region to minimize heat loads from thermal radiation and residual gases.

Minimize heat loads from instrumentation and measurement region.
Limited available space 

Optimization of heat transfer from electrodes of UCT to the phase boundary (3He /4He) 
in the mixing chamber with very small temperature gradients (DT<50 mK)

Electrical insulation between the 5 electrodes and other parts and equipment (up to 1kV)
Currently 2 different approaches for efficient heat transfer are under 

investigation:

– Rod electrically insulated using Al2O3 (Alumina) – Sandwich composed of Cu-In-Sapphire-In-Cu 

Cooling of trap electrodes in the 
antihydrogen formation region
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Analysis (II)

1500 detected antihydrogen atoms
v = 300 m/s
ideal detector

Histogram of antihydrogen position modulo the grating unit
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Analysis (II)

1500 detected antihydrogen atoms
v = 300 m/s
ideal detector

Histogram of antihydrogen position modulo the grating unit
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Moiré deflectometer (V)

Trade-off: the grating transmission affects the 
signal intensity, but also the sharpness of the shadows 

N(H)
f=0.4

f=0.3
f=0.25

minimum if g=0

vz = 300 m/s; detector w/ ideal resolution

_
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Moiré deflectometer (V)

Trade-off: the grating transmission affects the 
signal intensity, but also the sharpness of the shadows 

N(H)

2πΔ₃

f=0.4

f=0.3
f=0.25

minimum if g=0

vz = 300 m/s; detector w/ ideal resolution

_
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Systematics (II)
grating aligned

300 m/s

400 m/s

vertical shift of 5 micron (6.25% of the grating period)

Stability!!
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Systematics (III)

nominal (L=L’)

L = L’ + 2a

sensitivity to grating separations: 
effect of 2 period shift
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Moiré deflectometer (VI)

we do not need a collimated antihydrogen source ...
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Moiré deflectometer (VII)

... we do not need a point-like antihydrogen source ...

source size (~ mm) >> grating size

the phase does not depend on:
• radial velocity (this only limits the acceptance due to the limited 
  grating and detector sizes)
• source size
• source vertical or horizontal position

(a real atom interferometer requires very high beam collimation v ≅ mK)⊥
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Moiré deflectometer (VIII)

... nor do we need a monochromatic beam

monochromatic source @ 300 m/s

...since we can measure the t.o.f.
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Moiré deflectometer (VIII)

... nor do we need a monochromatic beam

monochromatic source @ 300 m/s

2πΔ₃

...since we can measure the t.o.f.
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AEgIS at the AD
_
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AEgIS at the AD
_
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What is known about the produced antihydrogen? 

• compatible with some spontaneous radiative 
recombination, but mostly (dominantly?) 3-body 

       recombination                                                       (?)

 • recombination process faster than cooling

 • antihydrogen atoms have ~ 100 - 1000 K              (?)

 • antihydrogen in medium-high n-states (n~30-50)  (?)

     ➟ possibly no useful antihydrogen atoms produced yet!

Landscape: from past to present
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Landscape: Prehistory

Until about 2005: ATHENA and ATRAP attempt to make and 
characterize antihydrogen atoms:
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• Cylindrical Penning trap at 15 K in 3T B-field
• Axial potential in nested configuration
• Simultaneous confinement of e+ and antiproton [G. Gabrielse et al., PLB 455 (1999) 311]

Landscape: Prehistory

Antihydrogen production cycle:
• Fill positron well with 108 e+

• Launch 104 p into mixing region
• Antiprotons cool in Coulomb collisions with positrons
• Produced H atoms leave the trap and annihilate
• H production is monitored during 70 s mixing cycle
• Repeat cycle every 2-60 minutes

-

_
_
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Landscape: Prehistory
Cold positrons

Hot positrons
(RF excitation

of axial e+
plasma modes)

Data

Monte Carlo

Detection of antihydrogen: the ATHENA way
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H → e+
axis of magnetic field  ➞

stripping
field

pre-stripping
field

↑

p

e+
↑

→←
_

p
_

p
_

Detection: field ionization

Velocity (temperature) 
distribution of produced 

antihydrogen via time-varying 
pre-stripping field

 (“chopper” method)

Landscape: Prehistory
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